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This review lecture is devoted to an invasion separation effect through 

a free jet structure, found in 1956 at Saclay and used as the basis for an initial 
French patent on the separation of gas molecules of different masses* '" It operates 
by the differential penetration of a gas or isotopic mixture into the structure of 
a free jet. Until about 1970, this effect was often present but not identified in 
the various experimental works performed on separation phenomena in gas mixture free 
jets. This chffic lty leading to apparent discrepancies in the results was due to 
the simultaneous occurrence of four separation effects induced by the jet, the probe, 
the backç,,round invasion, and the presence of the Mach disk, as discussed in detail 
in a recent review paper' K 

In the downstream sampling configuration of the Jet Membrane* ', an auxi
liary gas jet (separating gas) is produced in an atmosphere of the process gas to be 
enriched. The jet comprises a supersonic central core, in which molecules of the 
lighter constituent become concentrated, bounded by the shock region. The gaseous 
mixture flows around the jet and an enriched fraction is withdrawn from the central 
core, by skimming the free jet. Extraction is carried out from upstream to downstream 
of the leading face of the shock region. The separating gas is preferably chosen so 
that it can be readily separated from the mixture (for instance by condensation), 
although it can be of the same nature as the mixture. 

The early experimental results obtained at Saclay on background penetran s (A 5\ 
tlon* ' and background penetration séparation' ', and also the free jet characte
ristics measured in the U.S.A. by using the electron beam fluorescence technique, 
were explained semi-quantitatively at first by a simple model* ' ' and afterwards 
by a formal theory* ' '. The radial penetration model used in these calculations, 
predicts that separation is an exponentially increasing function of inverse axial 
distance. Consequently, the maximum obtained experimentally at Saclay is not predic
table by this model. On the same basis as the Muntz, Hamel, Maguire theory* ', 
Rosengard* ' presented a convenient Monte-Carlo simulation showing a profile of 
separation which has a maximum. This has been attributed to a residual flow of 



unscparated background molecules passing through the skimmer at small axial distances. 
Finally, Dcglow introduced recently' ' a transverse penetration model predicting 
separation profiles v/ith a maximum which corresponds to the minimum of the background 
density. Thus, the appearance of a maximum separation may be due to transverse collect
ion in skimming with relatively large orifice diameters. 

i\2) In their latest development of the Jet Membrane, Muntz and Hamer ' propose! 
an upstream sampling configuration which is the subject of another lecture. The expe
rimental results obtained in France and U.S.A. seems to be consistent and the two 
versions of the process are apparently based on the same invasion separation effect. 
Extensive experimental and theoretical work on related phenomena in binary gas mixture 
free jets, beginning in 1970, was also carried out in the Soviet Union and "eviewed 
• r. . (13). by Rebrov1 ' 

The gas dynamic features of the Jet Membrane were successively reported in 
detail at the Gottingen Rarefied Gas Dynamics Symposium4 ', discussed at the First 
European Nuclear Conference^ ' and finally in a Lecture Series at the vjn Karman 
Institute (15) 

In the present Euromech lecture, the Jet Membrane-Experiment (downstream 
sampling) is considered from results obtained for binary mixtures (He/Ar, Hp/f.U) and 
isotopic mixtures ( 3 6' 4° Ar, &/W S F & ) . The efficiency of the separating device, 
compared to that of ideal gaseous diffusion, decreases with the mass ratio from 
^ / £ g a s . diff.— 8 0 f o r Ne/Ar, to 1.5 for ' SF &, £ being the elementary separation 
effect. It is possible to operate with expansion ratios lower than 10 and relatively 
high pressure levels (10 to 100 Torr) if miniature separating systems are used. The 
choice of a heavy separating gas having in addition a low specific heat ratio enables 
one to improve £ and also to reduce the recompression work. The main difficulty in 
decreasing the specific adiabatic energy consumption is linked to the low ratio of 
upflow to separating jet flow. From this uninteresting aspect of the Jet Membrane 
(elimination of the background penetration by increasing the pressure levels), a 
new principle^ ; has been discovered to produce free jets and nozzle beams with 
extremely high Hach numbers (300 to 400) or extremely low temperatures (T^sô.'j x 10" 3' 
These results may be of great interest for other separation processes involving free 
jets and/or molecular beams' ' ' such as the velocity slip process, the Gspann 
process, the laser methods... 
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